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AN IN-FLIGHT SIMULATOR INVESTIGATION OF ROLL AND YAW CONTROL
POWER REQUIREMEN"rsFOR STOL APPROACH AND LANDING:
DEVELOPMENT OF CAPABILITY AND PRELIM_"tLRYRESULTS
t
by
: D.R. Ellis and S. C. Raisinghani
t
i. GENERALINTRODUCTION
1.1 STOL FRYING QUALITIES RESEARCH
e
Although the general feasibility of STOL transports is widely
accepted, utilizing any of several possible _,eans of generating the
needed lift at low cpeeds, the problem of how to config-:re the airp1;me
and its control system to provide adequate handling qualities is still
i
being actively pursued. Broadly speaking, the prublem is one of pro-
viding the pilot with the means to suppress upsets and control the
flight path accurately -- especially during the landing approach and
touchdown. -- under the adverse conditions which will frequently be
encountered in STOL operations.
For future large STOL aircraft, unfortunately, the comb_. *ion
of slow approach speed and relatively high inertias results in poor fly-
ing qualities during landing approach. The reduction in dynamic pressurc
alone affects the basic stability characteristics of the aircraft and
reduces it_ control effectiveness. The problem is further complicated
by the presence of environmental disturbances; even moderate levels of
rbulence, wind gradients, and steady wind have effects on the flight
path and demand concentration and timely control inputs by the pilot.
The slow, steep approach, if not inherently difficult in itself, at least
may create problems in judging and controlling the flare and touchdown
phases of the landing. At the same time, the requirements for accuracy
t 1-I
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t a_e extreme, since the z_-way may be short and elevated or surrounded
by obstacles, and visual cues may be deficient during night or bad
weather operations.
These problem areas ha¢_ been identified and discussed for
#
some time within the research co1_unity and the need for further work
is clearly indicated (Ref. I and 2, for example). Some of this research
is already underway, using advanced analytical techniques and ground-
based simulators. However, even the most enlightened analysis is usually
incapable of fully describing the complex piloting vperatio_s, and even
the most advanced ground-based simulators may have deficiencies in motion
capability and visual cues for landing; thus, it is desirable to confil_ i
the results obtained from those sources in flight before they are fully t
acc_jted for design use. Complete confidence will only come with the
flying of actual STOL transports, of course, but an interim approach is
to use in-flight STOL simulation to validate, and possibly expand, the
knowledge gained Jn other ways. The investigation described in this
report deals with such a program of in-flight STOL approach and landing
simulation utilizing one of Princeton's Variable-Response Research
Aircraft. This machine is capable of simulating a broad range of STOL
vehicle response characteristics, with correct representation of task
and disturbances; it is described in some detail in Appendix A.
1.2 PROGRAMOBJECTIVES
It is apparent from recent efforts in STOL simulation that
most of the outstanding handling problems are those related to Fath
control rather than stabilization in the small perturbation sense.
Quite a bit is known about desirable l_vels of rotary damping and
static stability (Ref. ]-6), and it seems likely that any production
vehicle wil! be equipped with reliable stability augmentation suffi-
cient to provide at least minimum acceptable levels in those areas.
On the other hand, _e appear to be just now gaining an understandingt
of how the various vehicle parameters influence path and speed control t
1_2
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during approach and touchdown. Furthermore,the question of what con-
stitutes adequate control power to satisfy combined trim, maneuvering,
and gust suppression requirements is, in most respects, without a
definitive answer.
f
The broad objective of the program is to investigate through
in-flight simulation some important aspects of the lateral-directional
control power requirements during the STOL approach and landing in
the presence of external disturbances. This includes:
• Investigation of the I-oii-and yaw-power requirement
for approach-and-landing flight phases and, in
particular, to determine the desirable an_ acceptable
control power Isvels in presence of crosswind and/or
turbulence, considering both sideslip and crabbed
approaches.
• To evaluate lateral-directional parameters which may
affect the control power requirer,ients,especially in i
presence of a crosswind.
i
• To investigate the various roll and yaw response
criteria with a view to extending and updating those
suggested in Ref. 1.
!
t
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2. T_,CHNiCAL DISCUSSION
2.1 CONTROLPOWER REQUIREMENTS
The STOL transport designer is faced with the problem of
_roviding adequate control power for large, high-inertia vehicles
, flown at speeds so low that conventionally-sized aerod)_amic surfaces
are inadequate. Since providing excess conzrol power will result in
penalties in terms of power and weight, it is important to determine
the minimum required to perform critical tasks. Control power demands
are most likely to be highest during the approach and landing, since
the pilot must be able to combine approach maneuverin_ (localizer
tracking and runway offset) with gust upset suppression and crosswind
correction. In addition to such mission and task dependence, the
control power requirements will be influenced by the basic dynamic
characteristics of the airplane. Low dihedral effect, for exmnple,
will lessen demands on roll control power in sideslipping crosswind
corrections and in turbt,lence. Low directional stability will favor easy
sideslip entry, small steady rudder deflections for intentional sideslips,
and small yaw response to turbulence. Either veiT :arge or very small
levels of rotary damping will lead to increased demands on control
power in the first case to overcome s!uggish response, in the second
to cope with F,otion overshoots.
The present program is directed toward this question and
represents development of a facility to determine the minimum lateral-
directional control power for desirable and acceptable levels of
handling qualities for the STOL landing approach task in a variety of
simulated atmospheric disturbance conditions for a range of lateral-
directional response characteristics.
$
P
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I 2-2 CROSSWIND LA_!NGS AND THEIR SIMULATION
STOL aircraft are in some respects more adversely aftt_ted
[ :,
by atmospheric disturbances than CTOL aircraft -- because of reduced
approach speed the steady wind component may ",e as much as 40 to S0
percent of the airspeed, Furthermore, the _ocation of STOL landing
sites may be in areas surrounded by trees or buildings which expose
the STOL aircraft to severe atmospheric disturbances. Also, the choice
of landing strip {in terms of direction) may be limited. Thus, it
seems likely that STOL aircraft will perform crosswind landings more
often than CTOL airplanes do.
Two different techniques normally are used in crosswind land-
ings: the wing-low (or sideslip) approach and the crabbing approach.
In the sideslip approach, the upwind wing is lowered to produce a lift
component equal to the crosswind force, and opposite rudder is applied to
keep the airplane's longitudinal axis aligned with the runway heading.
In the crabbing approach. Lne aircraft is turned in the direction ef the
crosswind to a degree ._=fficient to prevent the drifting of the air-
plane with respect to the ground. Because of the lack ot sideslip, the
aileron and rudder controls are essentially neutral, and the wing_ are
level. The heading is aligned with the runway just before the touch-
do_,_. In practice, the two techniques are often combined (that is, a
crabbing approach transitioning to a wing-low side_lip shortly before
touchdown).
To simulate crosswinds, Princeton's 5-degree-of-freedom
f
Variable-Response Research Aircraft (Navion 91566) has been modified "
suitably and is shown in Fig. 2-1. Two servo-ariven surfaces (_eferred
to hereinafter as si_e-force surfaces) have been installed on each wing
(see Fig. 2-2). These are used to balance all or part of the side-force
developed when the Navion is flown in a steady sidesli , thereby present-7
ing the nilot with the impression of flying a crabbiug crosswind _
b
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Figure 2-i. Variable-Response Research Aircraft (VRA).
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Figure 2-2_ Side Force Control Surfaces.
t
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• correction. The side-force surfaces are capable of generating ±0.25-g
peak lateral acceleration at 75-k_ airspeed and a st.ea_/ sideslip of
nearly ±IS deg, with some margin left for simulating dynamics (e.g.,
to reduce YB). A I5-kt crosswind component for a flight speed of 7S-ktf
may be comfortably simulated. At higher sideslip angles, flow separatio;:
on the side-force surfaces leads to buffeting. For safety considerations,
the crosswind _.imulation is restricted to 20-kt at the flight speed of
75-kt. Some details of tile flight experiments flown to define side-force
authority are given in Appendix B.
2.3 TURBULENCE SIMULATION
The level of control power acceptable for a no=turbulence con-
dition may not be adequate when landing in the presence of turbulence, and
any simulation should include a reasonable realistic representation
of such disturbances. ;_ch of the components of a turbulent atmospheric
field produces aerodynamic loads oa the airplane leading to excitation
of airplane motions, the response depending on the stability derivatives
i
of the airplane. This is simulated with the Navion by means of appro- :,
priately scaled and filtered tape recorded signals introduced into
the control system. Background and detsils of this turbulence simula-
tion scheme are given in Ref. 7 and 8.
v
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5. DESCRIFFIONOF EXPERIHENT
5.1 IN-FLIGHT SIMULATOR
The flight evaluation progrm was conducted in the Princetor
Variable-Response Research Aircraft, shown in Fig. 2-1 and described Jn
. detail in Appendix A. Some o£ the important features of this airplane
relevant to the present investigation are as follows:
• Aerodynamic forces and moments are independently vari-
able. This is done by electro-hydraulic actuation of
throttle, direc_ lift flaps, elevator, aileron, rudde-:
and side-force surfaces.
• There is p:rovisionfor changing, in flight, the maxi-
mum roll and ,_z control power through the u_e of_
electronic limiters; control sensitivity (rad/sccl/in)
is variable independent of maximum control power.
• Separate "fly-by-wire" cockpit co.,troisare used by
the evaluation pilot. The evaluation cockpit has a
standard IFR instrument display and a sideslip (_)
meter.
• Telemetry is used to acquire motion par_._eters (linear
accelerations, angular rates, attitu-_e and heading),
control inputs, control surface positions, and per-
formance measures such as localizer and glide slope t
deviation. The telemetry system has 43-channel capa-
city. Telemetry data and voice comments are tape
recorded. I'
1'3.2 CROSSWIND SIMULATION
!
Servo-driven side-force surfaces provide the capability for
simulation of crosswinds (the airplane is flown in a steady sideslip .]
with just enough side-force surface deflection to cancel the side-force
which develops through YB and Y6r: the resulting wings-level, ball-
centered sideslip appears to the pilot as a "crabbing" crosswind ':
i 3-1
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p correction). The side-force surface authority, determined through the
steady sideslip experiments discussed in Appendix B may be expressed as; i
1 3Y -I 1
m V = m--V_'y= 0.25 sec tad- at V = 75 kt.
The following ranges of variables are considered:
• Maximum lateral acceleration = ± 0.2S g @ V = 75 kt.
• Maximum steady sideslip capability = ± IS°
• Maximum crosswind simulation at flight speed of 75 kt
It should be pointed out here that the limitation on the side-
slip capability (or maximum crosswind simulation) srises due to flow
separation and the resulting buffeting at large side-force surface
deflection; the surface deflection itself is no* -ited. This may
be seen in Fig. 3-1, which shows the crosswind simulated as a function
of side-force surface deflection. Furthezmore, the amount of side-force
surface deflection noeded for a specific crosswind simulation is also
dependent on the value of Y6, since YB_ _ Y6y6y (neglecting Y6r J,
where 6 = Vcw/q with Vcw denoting the crosswind, and V denoting the
flight speed. Thus, we may write,
" _Y : Yg/Y6y " Vcw/V
To generate pure side-force when the side-force surface
is deflected, interconnects were provided bo_een the side-forc_ _
surface deflection and ailerons and rudde _. _y xaalog matching, it
was possible to find the correct g_in se*ling_ for crossfeed such that
the rolling moment due to side-force surface deflection, L6y , and
yawing moment due to side-force surface, N_y , are both zero.
_ II 3-2
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Figure3-]. Simulationof Czosswind.
t
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I
_e L:odel of the turbulence-induced aerodynamic disturgances
used in the present investigation is described in Ref. 7 and 8. A
4 brief account of the model is included here for completeness. The
contribution of the longitudinai (Ug) v,_ocity , Jmponent to the air-
plane's gust response is assumed to be negligiu_e compared to the
lateral (Vg) and _ertica! (Wg) components. The lateral (Vg) velocity
conponent is taken to be constant along the x and z axes, whereas for the
vertical (v) velocity component, both Wg long' the component
of w that is constant along y axis, and w accounting for the
- g g lat'
spanwise gradient of the vertical gust, are included. Prefiltered gaussia_:
white noise is recorded on three channels of _he tape to represent the three
m_correlated random gust components corresponding to w
g long' Wg lat
and Vg. These signals are passe_ through filter circuitry in which
the desired spectral characteristics are achieved by varying the
filter break frequency according to the simulation model. By adjust-
ing the gains, it is possible to match the required rms gust velocity
and aerodynamic stability in the separate axes. Separaticn of the
tail surface from the wing is simulated by using a fir_t_rder Pad_
time del_y approximation. Finally, the filtered signals are fed to
their respective control surface servos.
Gust intensities of 5.5 ft/sec rms were simulated for all the
three gust comFonents, namely, Wg long' Wg fat' and Vg lat" According
to Ref. 9, the probability of equaling or exceeding this rms gust
velocity once the turbulence is encountered is about ten percent.
3,4 TEST CONFIGURATIONS
Table 3-I below lists designators (such as X-15), derivatives,
and modal characteristics for a set of suitable test configurations.
I) 3-4
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t TABLE 3-1
SIMULATED STOL AIRPLANE CONFIGURATIONS
I ..o.o7s
_. I Y6
_ 0 _ _ 2 5
t 'i
[ _d 0.4 0.I 0.1
t
I r 1 ' "i Wd 1.3 0.8 1.3 0.8 1o3 T 0.8I =
,lNp=-0.1 X-!5 , X-7 X-6 X-3 X-20 X-18 i
i ; - , i
: l I
: ' N =-0.3 X-13 X-9 X-4 X-1 X-22 X-16 '
' p I
L
Parameters Common to all Configurations:
=
r = 0.5 Lr = 0.75 L6 -0.4
T Variab!e, neutral or
s' sligatly unstable N6a = 0
V = 75 kt L"ro= 0• • O
Discussion of Configurations -The influence of the Dutch roll
characteristic on the lateral-directional handling qualities has been
amply demm,strated in the past for all categories of airpl_aes. Dutch
roll frequency,_d, and damping, _d' strongly affect the piloting
technique employed for the landing-and-approach pha __ of th flight.
As reported in Ref. 3,the combination of _d and Wd has a direct effect
on the pilot's ability to handle a crosswind approach -- specifically,
low damping ratio does not present serious problems at high Dutch
3-5
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roii frequency but becomes a major problem at low frequency.
Therefore: four basic Dutch ro!i variations were chosen for study:
e High _d (= 0.4) mid high ad (1.3 rad/sec) (Highly augmented)
• High _d (= 0.4) and low _a (0.8 rad/sec) :
• Lo_: _d (= 0.1) and high _d (1.3 rad/sec) .I
(
• Low _d (= 0.i) and low _d (0.8 rad/sec) (No augmentation)
The roll mode time constant, Tr; characterizes the to!! response
of the airplane to the aileron input. Past experience (e.g. Ref. 3)
indicates that roll mode time constants as long as one second do noc
a_versely affect the pilot's control in a crosswind. Since most pro-
jected STOL transport airplanes will have wings of reasonably high aspect
ratio, and/or provision for artificial rcll damping, it seemed reasonable
to keep T constant for all the evaluation configurations of the presentr
investigation. The value chosen was a nominal Tr = 0.5 sec.
The spiral mode usually is not considered important for the
landing approach phase of the flight and is, in most studies, fixed at
a neutral value (e.g., Ref. 10). However_ a neutral spiral mode will
require LsNr = N_Lr ; thuz. moderate to high LB and Nr will result in
large Lr which may not be a representative value for a STOL airplane.
Relaxing the requirement for a neutral spiral mode permits setting
Lr at a representative value. The computational method used involves
setting the coefficients of the characteristic quartic of the homogeneous
lateral-directional equations equal to the coefficients of the product
of the roll mode, spiral mode. and Dutch roll mode; values of Yg, LB, Lr,
Np, _d' _d' and Tr are selected, and 1/_s, N8, Nr, and Lp are solved for.
The magnitude of the side-force derivative, Y8 ' may be an impor-
... tant factor for crosswind landings of STOL airplanes, since in a sideslip
i
i 3-6
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• _ approach, the bank tanglerequired is directly proI_ortionalto its
value. It was decided to try two variations, a typical value of
YB = -0.125 and a smaller value cf Y8 = -o.0;2.
Ir The cross derivative N (yaw due to roll) also will affect
, P
•_ the piloting technique and rudder control power required in side-
slio approaches and landings. A typical value of N =-0.i was picked
for most of the evaluation configurations, with a larger value of
• : N = -0.3 chosen to isolate the effect of large adverse yaw due to
P
roll on the pilot task and control power requirements°
The dihedral stability derivative LB (= -0.4) arid roll-due
to-yaw derivative Lr (= .75) were held constant. Although L_ does,
in general, have an important influence on roll control power require-
wants, values for non-swept wing STOL transports are typically of
the order shown, and it was decided not to include additional varia-
tions in this study. However, it is a factor deserving further considera-
tion.
The cross control derivatives--yaw due to roll control Nga,
and roll due to rudder, L6r --both were set at zero,as might be
done with interconnects on _n actual airplane. The derivative N6a
is _ell known (Refs. 10 and 1!, for example) to influence control of
._ bank angle, but this effect is small if the level of LB is !ow, as
it is here. Control coordination and yaw c_.'*rol power will be influ-
A enced by the level and sign of N6a, but it was i¢lt that zero levels
would provide a good baseline.
Roll and yaw control sensitivity -- aileron and rudder
deflection per unit control stick or pedal movement --were selected
by the pilot by simply varying the appropriate gain potentiomenter.
To restrict the number of variables, it was decided that the pilot
would be free tc select the most desirabJe level of control sensitivity
1979021025-017
z. _ -- o.... , ....... l_,._d, it w.Juld be heid
; " at that value =hroughout the test sequence.
' The available control power is varied by _sing cockpit-
@ adjustable electronic 1!miters which operate on _trol signals to the
aileron and rudder servos in such a way that the commanded surface
deflections are restricted (Fig. 3-2). The stick and rudder pedals
, retain thei= normal mechanical range.
t-. Surfoce deflections
8o, Mox
_r
L TAdjJst_ble limitMox _t
-I , _L+
/ '/>, Mox8oc_, _rc._C°ckpit control deflections
Mox - _ Adjustabie sensitivity
Figure 3-2. Aileron and Rudder Lighter Scheme
Since lateral-directionalhandling qualities during ap-
proach a_2 landing were the primary concern, the longitudinal
characteristics were held constant at generally satisfactory levels
for all the STOL con£igurations evaluated in the present program.
The important stability derivatives are listed below _Nomenclature
of Re_. 12):
Z
V - 0.8 ft/sec2/rad M_ = - 1.7
Ra = - 0.2)4 rad/sec2/rad M_ = - 0.82
N6e = - 8.7 rad/sec2/rad Hv = 0
(Dv - Tv) = 0.16
(Da - g) - - 12
0 3-8
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_: g 3,5 EVALUATION PROCEDURES
The piloting task consisted of an IFR final approach transition-
ing to visual flight at 200°ft AGL, a lateral offset maneuver, and a
flare and touchdo_ using either wing-low or decrab crosswind correction.
The flight pr-file of a typical run is shown in Figure 3-3° The sequence
of even:" is as follows:
_. • Familiarization with the configuration
a. Adjust roll and yaw control sensitivities
to desirable levels.
b. Check trims, ability and perform small amplitude
maneuvers to find capability of performing
precise changes in bank angle and heading.
• Intercept localizer at about 1.25 nm from the landing
field and at about 800 ft altitude (this results in
a lateral offset of approximately 200-ft to the right
of the runway due to the location of Talar system),
stabilize the airplane at 75 kt, and turn on simulated
crosswind and turbulenc_ _ .ay be appropriate for the
particular configuration being tested. Fly do_ to
200-ft altitude following the ILS glide slope of 6 deg.
• At 200-ft altitude, transition to a VFR landing
approach, making an "S" turn maneuver to align the flight
path with the runway centerline.
• Use wing-down "sideslipping" or crabbed short final i
approach and land the airplane on (or as close as possible)
to the runway centerline.
The evaluation pilot was asked to commen% upon and rate (using the familiar
Cooper-Harper scale) each run, separating the straight-in, offset, and
J
landing phases if necessary,
!
3-9
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Figure 3-3. Evaluation Flight Pattern
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24. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
[ 4.1 GENFDAL RE_RKS
It should be noted at the outset that the results discussed
herein are of a preliminary nature, based on a limitea number of runs
by only one evaluation pilot, albeit with extensive STOL simulation
experience. H_wever, enough testing was completed to indicate certain
trends, and the suitability of the in-flight simulator for crosswind
landing research was demonstrated.
In the course of the testing, data were gathered which bear
on the objectives of exploring roll and yaw control power r_quire-
ments for the croswwind landing maneuver, and on thc effects of vari-
ations in yaw due to roll rate and Dutch roll damping ratio. The
testing was too limited to be able to judge various response criteria.
4.2 CONFIGURATIONS TESTED
The discussion in this section will focus on three of the
configurations listed in Table 3-1 of Section 3, namely X-15, X-!3, and
X_4, with the first two receiving the bulk of the attention. The only
v
difference between X-15 and X-13 is in the 1eve! of yaw due to roll
rate (Np = -0.1 and -0.3, respectively); X-4 is the same as X-13
except for a smaller Dutch roll damping ratio (_d = 0.1 rather than
0.4).
Preliminary trials with clearly adequate control sensitivity _
(L_a = > L6a6a > 1.2,and control power settings > 0.4, N6r = 0.3; max =
>
N6r6r max = 0.7) confirmed satisfactory lateral-directional behavior
for all three airplanes on VA := 6°' straight-in, no crosswind MLS |
, !
- 4-1
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i approaches and landings, meritin_ pilot ratings of 3.0 for X-15 and
X-13 and 5.5 f-r the more lightly damped X-4. Longitudinal character-
istics were felt to be representative of a well-augmented STOL trans-
port which could be flared to a low sink rate touchdown from the 75 kt
. approach without the need for throttlf advance.
4.3 EVALUATION TASK
Before considering particular results, it is well to have in
mind the following overall observations on the relative difficulty and
importance of the various parts of the evaluation:
• The MLS-tracking portion of the approach was straight
forward and relatively easy, even with low control
power, due to the small-amplitude corrections -_quired
(the presence of simulated wind shear might change
this, however).
® The offset maneuver proved to be rel_£ively difficult
due to its amplitude (200 ft) and close proximity to
the runway thresho]d. After transition to visual
flight at a 200-ft altitude, the maneuver had to be
initiated without delay in order to be completed in
time for a _hort straight final approach before flare
and touchdown. In r<Zrospect, this magnitude of off-
set may be too demanding of roll control power, and
undoubtedly influenced these preliminary findings.
i The touchdown phase could or could not be the most
critical during any given run, depending on the
amoant oi simulated crosswind, the Lorrection technique
(decrab or wing-low, or combination) and, of course,
the amount of control power available.
I As a broad generalization, the offset maneuver was the
most critical of the three ewluation phases, especial-
ly when roll contro! power was low; the touchdown out
of a decrab maneuver was critical with low yaw control
power.
t
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TB 4.4 _"'OT RATING TRENDS
Roll Control Sensitivit_
$ Pilot r_ting trends with roll control sensitivity are indicated
in Table 4-!, which lists a series of six landings with configuration
X-15 in various conditions of simulated wind and with both wing-low and
decrab landing techniques. As seen from the table, the first three trials
used L6a = 0.43, and the last three used progressively _ower values
e.ding at L6a = 0.17. Rudder power and sensitivity were s_tisfactory.
The trend is clearly for the rating to degrade as sensitivity
is lowered, although an anomaly appears in the area of contro 1 usage --
a smaller percentage of available control power being used at the lower
sensitivities than at the higher ones. These are peak measurements,
occurring in the ro]lout from the offset maneuver; Jt appears that
the pilot preferred to make relatively brief, large inputs with the h_gh
sensitivity and longer, small inputs (with mo_e lead) with lower effec-
tiveness. Additional data from more pilots are obviously needed to
confirm this.
Roll Control Power
Pilot rating trends wi_h roll control powe_ are shown in Fig.4-1
for various approach and wind conditions° /he data represent the maxi- |
m_, used by the pilot on a given run, this almost invariably occurring
on the rollout from the sidestep maneuver if that was featured on the
approach. It should be noted that the lowest "maximum available" control
powc_ u.,_d in these runs was Loa6a max = 0.7, and was sometimes higher,
so the individual points do not necessarily represent cases where the
pilot had the roll control on the stops; this is a fairly important
point since some pilots object strongly to running out of control margin
,, even if the _mount available is just sufficient for the task. (The
| 4-3
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iTABLE 4-1
Pilot Rating Trends as a Function of Roll Sensit.vity
Configuration X-IS
Maximum_ Roll l
I Power Use, % Type of Approach,
_Run 1 _6a Left i Right Technique, Wind Rating and Comment
] .43 33 70 Straight-in; 3.0; Sensitivity and Power
No Crosswind (L_a_ max=l.0) Adequatef
2 .43 66 83 Sidestep, 3.0; Adequate for Sidestep
Wing Lo_; I0 kt
Left |:
3 .43 20 100 Sidestep, 3.35; Based on Sidestep Roll-
Decrab; i0 kt out, momentary full
Left control; 6 OK.
r
4 .34 64 100 Sidestep 4.0
Decrab; 10 kt
Left |
5 .25 51 66 Sidestep 4.0; Still Adequate for Side-
Wing Low; I0 kt step and Crosswind
Left Correstion.
6 .17 69 51 Sidestep 4.5; Still Adequate
Wing Low; i0 kt
Left
I 4-4
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SIDESTEP
. X-WIND !.
SlUl-STEP
, t NO WIND
STRAIGHT IN
X-WIND
I0-- SIDESTEP,.-.-----e(2_,
ROLLOUT\ " " STRAIGHT IN
e \ NO WIND 7
, 8- \ \ "o o'e e'X-15\
"",, A _' A ,i[ X-13
6 e'-.....,x.. o _mmrx-4
' __. cr • _.-:..
k- z_.
9
_" 2-
o- i . , I
' O .4 .8 1.2
ROLL CONTROL POWER Lso8o,rod/sec 2
Figure 4-1. Pilot Rating Trends as a Function of Roll Control Power.
w
outlook here was that although desirable, a margin was not necessary; however,
the increase in workload due to the need for greater anticipation and planning
was accounted for in the rating).
The data indicate that control power as low as L6a6a max = 0.25 - 0_3
r
(assuming a 0.2 sec ramp control input, this would permit 300 of bank in about
4 sec) might be rated as satisfactory for a basically well-behavLng airplane
on a straight-in, no-wind, no-turbulence approach° _ the other hand, it
appears that clearly adequa:e roll control for crosswinds, sidestep maneuvers
and less than optim,_ piloting technique requires something more in the
neighborhood of g6ada max = 1.0 (300 of bank in about 1.8 see). There were two
occurrences of missed approaches (rated 10) due to inability to roll out
quickly enough - even wtth full contro! input-to con_plete the side-step without
badly overshooting the runway; poor planning or positioning while rolling in or
out of the maneuver probably was the cause, but there was no margin available
: for such errors in technique.
I
[ '
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rr_nds of pilut rating with yaw ,;,_"_ power are shown in Fig. 4-2
fe; , ,,_-awind and no-crosswind condit_'5_:-, might be expected, in no-
cr_'._:,_r,l cc,,:ditions very little rudder ",. is needed with X-15 and X-13 ,
which _' ,,31_-damped (_d = 0.4) apd h, y little Dutch roll excitation
from re: )n,r;xl irL,,_uts ; in fact o _, _ ptable feet-on-the-floor
approache:': :,: ,,-: ,'_5_,_ cau L,,: _.:_, , :hose circ_mstanceso
Mainly as c: r,:'-u!_ c, _t: , ,: configu_tinn (Inw a_,,oo,4o_
stabilit/ and low roll/ya_, coup: :X from sm_ll values of Lg, Np, and N6a) ,
wing-low crosswind corrections Fur small demands on rudder power, and the
decrab maneuver was the critical one. ! _mse pre!iminary data indicate
that the area of clearly adequate control power lies above Nsr6r max = 0.4.
With the particular N6rgr = 0.3 case rated 10, a late start or themax
decrab resulted in the airplane reaching the touchdcwn zone with an un-
acceptably large crab angle which could not be readily "kicked out";
although successful no-drift touchdo_ms were often made with less ruddc'-
use, there was little margip for error°
Effects of N
P,
As indicated in ]'able 3-1. configurations X-15 and X-13 were
L
, essentially the same except for the value of the yaw duc to roll derivative,
N (-0.1 for X-15, -0.3 for X-13), which caused configuratior X-13 to yawP
more on uncoordinated turn entries, and to have more Dutch roll excitation
on entry :_ wing-low crosswind correction sidesiips.
1 It might be noted that due to low 'hedral all configuations flown appeared
to the pilot t_ be decoupled, with the Dutch roll being essentially a wings-
level yawing oscillation, i_e decrab maneuver thus was simple to perform
requiring only a rroperly timed heading change with the rrdd"r.
b
_,_6
i 97902 i 025-026
t .... DECRAB15 kt. X-"WIND
WING LOW
I0 -- er J 15kt. X-WIND
I
_r 8 -- NO X-_NII,;D
z 6 _ oe" ar X-15I---
I]1" X-4
o. 2-
0,______ i ,.1 I . I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
YAW CONTROL POWE.R, NSr _r, tad/seC 2
Figure 4-2_ Pilot Ratin_ Trends as a Function of Ya¢ Control Power.
The data in Table 4-2 are taken from selected r,ms with
comparable (and satisfactory) levels of L6a and N6r°
Although there were no speciflc ('3mments on problems with
rudder usage, and the peak control inputs are of about the same level,
the ratings tend to indicate a higher workload with X-13. AR;_in, more
data are needed to confirm this.
Effects of Dutch Roll Damping
Configuration X-4 was the same as X 13 in its characterist; "- .(_%
except for a lower Dutch roll damping ratio (Cd = 0.4 ;or X-!3, 0.I for
X-4). In runs with the same conditions of crosswlnd and technique,
$ 4-7
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B )[-4 w s cons"ztentl> degraded one-half unit in n_ I,, r_¢_ ........ ;
-.ram
to _-1_, and was described as "lightly damped in the commentary.
With favorable control power and sensitivity, however, this level of I
d_mping in itse]f would not appear to present piloting problems. I
!
TABLE 4-2
Pilot Ratings for Two Levels ef >_
P
Configuration X-iS : N =-0.IP
Config_ration X-!3 : N = -0.3
P
Maximum Maximum 1Flight Condition Roll Power Used Yaw Power Used Pilot Rating
X-15 X-13 X-IS X-13 X-IS X-13 t
I
Visual Sidestep, No +.69 +.96 +.31 +.12
3.0 4.5-5.0
Cr_sswi_d -.33 -.75 -0.i0 -.I]
L_t Crosswind i0 kt, +.83 +.75 +.23 +.086
Wing-Low Correction -.66 -1.22 -.14 -_20 3.0 4.5-5.0
I
Lefg Crosswind 15 kt, +1.25 +.97 +,23 +.093
_.0 5.0
Nir_- Low Correction -0.47 -1.15 -.21 -.186
%
b
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S. CONCLUSIONS
The followin_ concl ,sions are based on a limited sampling of simu-
lated STOL transport configurations flown to tudchdown out of 6°, 75 kt MLS
r
approaches, usual}y with a sidestep maneuver:
1. The utility of the variable response airplane with side force surfaces
in this simulation mode - STOL transport crosswina operations - was
successfully demonstrated. All of the pianned functions except wind
gradient with altitade were demonstrated.
2. The roll control power results appear to be quite sensitive to the
geometry of the approach_ particularly the sidestep maneuver; in this i
J
case, the ,ow initiation altitude of 200 ft AGL and 200 ft offset from
the runway centerline called for prompt and correct pilot action and
1
tended to favor high control power.
3. Based on these preliminary trials with moderate roll damping (Tr = 0.5 _ec), i
roll control power as low as 1.6a6a = 0.25 rad/sec 2 may be acceptablemax
for straight-in approach, no-crosswind operations; in order to have
clearly acceptable control _n conditions involving moderate crosswind and !
maneuvering, L6a6a _ t.0 rad/sec 2 is needed. This corresponds to amax
capability to bank 30 ° in about 4 sec in the first case and about 1.8 sec i
4
in the second.
4. Although zero rudder power is acceptable in some non-maneuvering cases,
> 0.4
normal operations with crosswinds appear to require N6r6r max "
rad/sec 2.
5. Significant degradation in pilot rating may be obtained by changing the
value of yaw due to roll rate from N = -0.1 to -0.3, or by lowering
P
Dutch roll damping ratio from ;d = 0.4 to 0.1; however, given adequate
control power and sensitivity, the basic configuration under stud)was ""I
not seriously compromised by either change.
0 5-1
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APPENDIX A
VARIABLE-RESPONSE RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
Th_ Princeton Variable-Response Research Aircraft is based
upon a modified Ryan Navion light airplane. The most important airframe
modSfications made are as follows: _
• The flap hinging and actuation have been changed
to permit upward as weii as downward defleczion of the
flap and thus increase lift modulation capability.
• _e rudder area has been increased by approximately
50 percent to improve yaw control power.
• The normal Navion main landing gear struts have been
replaced by those from a Camair twln (Navlon conversion)
to permit landing sink rates as high as 12.5 _*,'sec.
• Side-force surfaces are installed on each win-
The surface used is shown in Figure 2-2. The span of
the side-force surface below the wing was determined
by the maxlm_m height which would allow i0 deg of bank
with the landing gear shock strut compressed. The span-
wise and chordwise location of the surfaces was prima-
rily governed by the considerations of structural
strength and ease of installation.
Variable Response Control System
_L
The most basic modification of the airplane is the provision
of a "fly-by-wire" control system. Fast-acting hydraulic serves are
used to drive the ailerons, rudder, elevator, flaps, and side-force
surfaces. Signals from the evaluation pilot's controls and sensors
measuring the flight variables are appropriately processed and summed,
and they provide the net signal for each serve-actuator. The magnitude
scaling of each control or sensor signal is done by a sepnrate petenti-
ometer in the airplane; thus, by properly varying the potentiemeter _ ,
A-I
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settings, the dynamic response characteristics of the basic Na"_on may
............ ,, a u_z__-ea _lanner in flight.
Several interconnects are provided to achieve sing!e-degree-of-
freedom =ontrol. An interconnect between flap and elevator can be so
adjusted that the flap deflection will produce only incremental lift,
the pitching moment due to flap being cancelled by the elevator de-
flection. Similarly, a coupling of side-force surfaces with ailerons
and z-udder is used to eliminate rolling and yawing moments due to side-
force surface delection, so that the side-force surfaces may act as
pure side-force generators. It is thus possible to achieve independent
control over the three angular and three linear degrees of freedom.
Cockpit ann __,,aluation Pilot Con.trol.s.
Tb_ instrument panel and controls are shown in Figure A-!. The
left seat is occupied by the safety pilot, who operates the normal Navion
wheel and rudder pedals and power plant controls. An overhead panel
contains gain potentiometer and switches which can be operated by the
safety pilot to vary the stability and control parameters for simulating
the desired configuration. A meter (see Figure A-l) is provided to in-
dicate the position of the side-force surfaces. Controls are located
just below the meter for operating side-force surfaces. The _af'et)'-
pilot uses the side-force control to balance the airplane for a straight,
level-flight condition and then with a separate control sets the side force
surfaces according to a calibrated scale for any steady sideslip condition,
such as a simulated cro_swind. Upon system disengage, the surfaces return
to the pro-set trim deflection.
The gain potentiometers limiting the maximum deflection of
ailerons and rudder are located on two hand-held boxes and can be oper-
ated by the safety pilot to vary the maximum roll and yaw power avail-
able to the evaluation pilot. The ccntrol motion gradients--surface
A-2 I_
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Figure A-I, VRA Instrument Panel,
deflection per inch movement of control -- can be varied by changing
the gain potentiometer_ located on the overhead panel on safety pilot's
side. The gain potentiometers for turbulence simulation are located
on the low_r central panel and can be adjusted by the safety pilot.
The evaluation pilot is seated on the right and is provided
with a standard flight instrument layout and conventional column,
rudder, and power controls. Control feel at the columr and rudder pedals
is provided by springs which can be ground adjusted for changing the
gradients. The current values for !inear force gradients, break-out
force, and travel are as follows:
O A-3
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tTABLE A- 1
Force Gradient, Ibfin. Break out, lb Travel, inch
Roll column 1.0 0.5 +3.6
Rudder pedal 30.I I.5 +2.0
_Pitchcolumn 4.0 0.5 3.0 fwd;
4.9 a_t'
Special controls are provided to ensure safety during this
potentially hazardous landing research flight operation. The safety
pilot can disengage or override _. _va!uation pilot by a disconnect
switch on the control whe._ in case of a malfunction or unsafe condi-
tion. Manu_l override is possiL _ for a11 the hydraulic servo actua-
tors, and system fail_-_s are indicated by warning lights.
A-4 I
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APPENDIX B
SIDE FORCE AUTHORITY
In order to determine the authority of the side-force surfaces,
the following flight tests were performed:
• Flight calibration of the sideslip (8) vane
• Determination of stability derivaLives of basic Navion
with side-force surfaces held at neutral position
• S£eady sideslip configuration flown with side-force
surfaces held at a variety of angles
Flight Calibration of 8 Vane
Two 8 vanes were installed; one was mounted on the boom ex-
tending in the spanwise direction from the tip of the starboard wing,
while the other vane was on the boom extending in the chordwise direc-
tion in front of the wing tip. A simple cockpit sighting aid which
could be aligned with the ground track permitted the angular differ-
ence between track and airplane longitudinal axis to be determined.
The airplane was first flown in straight-and-level flight over a
stlaight section of railroad track and the pointer of the tracking aid
zeroed. The airplane was aligned with the railroad-defined ground track,
so that the angle by which the pointer moved indicated the true angle of
sideslip. The two 8-vane readings were recorded by telemetry.
The experiment checked correspondence with true B, and it
verified that the _-vane measurement is not affected by the wake of
the side-force surfaces when deflected at various angles.
B-l
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fFurther, the spanwise-mounted 8 vane showed approximately
one-to-one correspondence with the readings obtained by the traLker.
(Fig. B-l). Since this vane is close to the extended line of the c.g.
of the airplane, the need for yaw rate correction is eliminated.
Stability Derivatives of the Basic Navion
Installation of the side-force surfaces caused some changes in
the stability derivatives of the basic Navion. To determine the
effectiveness of the side-force surfaces (Y6y) and to facilitate the
future simulation of the STOL configurations, it was necessary to obtain
the stability derivatives of the Navion with the side-force surfaces
held fixed at zero angle. An analog matching procedure was used, whereby
the response of the actual airplane to that of the analog simulated
model is matched by feeding the airplane control input to the computer
model by telemetry. The details of the analog matching method are given
in Reference 11. The resulting lateral-directional stability derivatives
are given in Table B.-2.
, Steady Sideslip Experiment
The governing lateral-directional equations of motion for the
Navion, with side-force surfaces, may be written (in staOility axes)
as follows:
(S+Yv) _v - EA_ = Y6r_Sr + ¥_y_)'
-L v_v - _L"_r + (s 2 - LpS)_¢ = L6a_6a + Ld>flSy (B1)
-NvAV + (s - Nr)Ar - NpS 4¢ = N6r_6r + N6a_6a , lqdyA6),
}
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Figure B-I. In-Flight Vane Calibration.
Table B-I
VRA Lateral-Directional Model for 75-kt Airspeed
(Angles in radians, control deflections in inches)
Nr -0,685 Lr 1.6 Y6/V = -0.315
N8 = 3.0 LB = -6.096 g/V = 0.254
= = -4.6 Y6y/V = 0.25Np -0.199 Lp I
Nsa = -1.09 LSr = .392 N6y = 1.54
N6r = -4.12 LSa = 11.4 Y6r/V = - .047
B-Z
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For the steady sideslip case, the side-force eq,-__tieniz r_duced _u ii i
- I
Y_ -Y_
V AIB _b= V--_ 6y v-Y_r'_ CB2)-- + - -.--_--_0r
Differentiating with respect to 8 yields
YB +
V- v v --f- Ca6r/aS)
or
For Special Case I, ¢ = O, and
v = _ y8 Y6__._Lr6rla8)_a (B4)V (aSy/a_)-
For Special Case II, 6 = O, and
Y
Y6y YB g (a¢/a_)
V =- V (a6y/)8) (BS)
For each setting of the side-force surfaces, the airplane
was flown, in steady sideslips in both positive and negative directions,
and the following data were recorded by telemetry: bank angle (¢),
sideslip angle (8), rudder surface deflection (6r), aileron surface
deflection (6a) and side-force surface deflection (6y). The results are
shown in Figures B-2 and B-3 in the form of 6r vs. 8 and _ vs. g .
The side-force derivative for the side-force surface, Y6y' is calculated
using these figures and the values of the stability derivatives YB
t
b
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and Yd_ obtained from the analog matching. _,
The slopes (_8r/_6) and (_6y/_6) for ¢ = 0 (Case I). obtained ,:
by rross plots of Figures B-2 and B-3. are shown as Figures B-4 and
f B-5 respectively. Using these, Eq. (B4) yields
-1 rad-I
Y6y/V : 0.253 sec
The required slopes (3_/_B) and (_6y/38) for 6r = 0 (Case II)
are similarly obtained (Fixates _-6 and B-7). gquatio_l (B5) gives
Y@/V = 0.248 tad -1 sec -1,
Since _,_ two values of Ydy obtained in Case I and II are
nearly equal, an average value of Y6) = 0.25 rad -1 sec -1 was selected.
As may be seen from the figures, the sideslip behavior is fairly
linear except for the case of dr _s. B for large values of dr. This is
believed to be due to an increase in rudder effectiveness for large de-
flections, evidence of which was noted in the full-scale wind tunnel
test of the Navion reported in Ref. 6. Hence, at large rudder deflections,
relatively small increments in rudder deflection are needed to balance
the airplane in progreszively larger steady sideslip conditions, producing
the behavior observed in Fig. B-2. However, the nonlinearity is observed
for negative (right) deflection only, and no completely satisfactory
explanation has been found for this asyn_etric behavior. The nonlinearity
generally goes unnoticed by ev-luation pilots since they are either
operating with small sideslip excursions about a trim point, or are com-
manding rather large dynamic motions such as a decrab.
,v
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Figure B-2. Flight Calibration, Rudder vs Sideslip.
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Figure B-3. Flight Calibration, Bank Angle vs Sideslip.
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Figure B-4. Wings Level, Rudder vs Sideslip.
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Figure B-5. Wings Level, Side Force Surface vs Sideslip.
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Figure B-6. Neutral Rudder, Bank Angle vs Sideslip.
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Figure B-7. Neutral Rudder, Side Force Surface vs Sideslip.
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